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Wednesday Fly-in

At this time of year all Wednesday

evenings are fly-ins so keep an eye on

your Inbox on Tuesday to find out the

venue and any special instructions for that

particular airstrip.

Quote of the Month

“I take the paraglider to the mountain

or I roll Daisy out of her hangar and

I pick the prettiest part of the sky and I

melt into the wing and then into the air,

till I'm just soul on a sunbeam.” —

Richard Bach

The building of G-NICS by Nick

Heywood

It all started way back, as an apprentice

at AVRO’S Woodford in the late 1960’s,

when I joined the gliding club and got my

first taste of seeing the world as a bird

and, as a privileged few of us, view it. I

left that behind me but always had a

hankering to be back up there.

I have done a lot of travelling by

motorcycle all over  Europe and some of

the former east Europe and Scandinavia

camping on the way but I never lost that

draw of wanting to be up there looking

down. I often used to say “I must start

flying again.” So much so that, one day

in the spring of 2007, looking up and

seeing somebody doing aero’s up above

the house I muttered  “I hope your bloody

wings fall off” and Sue (my wife) said, “If

you don’t get on and do it now you never

will”. I thought she’s right and that was

it. I booked some lessons with Swansea

Sport Flying and in two weeks I had

passed my GST.

I ordered my Skyranger kit in December

2007 after a brief but impressive test

flight of Flylight’s demonstrator G-UPHI.

I can still remember sideslipping it into

Sywell and thinking yes this is fun, so I

had to have it. Delivery would be about

March, so I thought ideal. Work will be

calming down and I can get on with the

build and have a good chunk done by the

time we get busy again for the winter.

Wrong. It was nearly July when the kit

finally arrived and I had been hanging

around, bored not wanting to get involved



in anything that I couldn’t drop at an

instant just in case I had a phone call to

say it was ready for collection.

After two summers of frustration and hard

work (due to the inevitable odd bits

missing or having two left bits of

something instead of a pair) the day

before flight testing arrived. I tried to

sneak it into Over but there was a fly-in

in progress and a big red trailer with a

Skyranger inside is not easy to hide so I

was spotted. I had previously arranged

with Robbie for storage of the fuselage

overnight so I could bring the wings the

next morning.  I managed to unload and

have a quick chat with a few people so as

not appear rude or in a hurry but you

know what they say about swans on a

fastflowing river. Well I think the swans

could have learnt something!

As soon as I could, I bade farewell and

my friend John and I beat a retreat home

to carefully load the wings before

darkness fell. All there was to do now was

to secure the trailer, have a well earned

beer or two, carefully run through what

we had to do in the morning and rehearse

the rigging procedure.

The 13th (lucky for some) of May dawned,

I was up at 5.30 as normal and it was a

perfect day - not a cloud in the sky and I

just couldn’t believe my luck. John arrived

at 7.00 and remembered he had forgotten

his camcorder so he shot off back home

and I slowly made my way to Over.

We opened up the hanger rolled out the

fuselage and started to unload the wings

and rig it. Then it was a final thorough

check and all was OK. So now we sit and

wait for John Hamer to arrive as he is the

inspector in charge of the project. Budge

arrived to have a nosey and a chat and

offer a bit of moral support and stayed all

day. (Good old Budge!). John arrived and

checked it over, filled in and signed off

the paperwork  (more signatures) and left

to do what he and Mon had got pre-

arranged. However, he left us his hanger

key so we could make ourselves coffee

etc. (Very thoughtful) We now sit and

wait.  Eleven o’clock and we hear a distant

aircraft. We strain our eyes to the east

and see a spec in the sky and eventually

a Nynja lands, taxi’s up and out steps Paul

Dewhurst. We exchange the usual

pleasantries and make a brew while Paul

checks out the aircraft and the paperwork.

He is happy with the standard of build and

agrees to test fly it. So off he goes and

out of sight. Yes, the usual banter of “You

won’t see that again, etc”. and we go and

make another coffee. Half an hour later

and we hear him coming back. A few tight

turns over the field and he lands, taxi’s

back up to the hanger and gives me the

thumbs up. M A G I C! I really am pleased.

Another coffee and Paul does some more

paperwork and I delegate my friend John

and Budge to get some sandwiches.

After lunch Paul completes the rest of the

test and I join him. We fly to the west and

north of the Severn and return then route

north again towards the Malverns so Paul

can have a look at my friend’s strip where

I intend to lodge it temporarily. Paul says

“Yes that’s OK”. So down we go and stop.

(It had been previously agreed with Paul

that he would check me out and

familiarise me with the aircraft.) He says

“Out quick. Swap now before the residual

heat in the engine rises and we have to

wait ten minutes before we can start it

again”. Before I know it I’m in the left

hand seat, the engine’s running and I’m

going for it. I’ve hardly flown in the last

two years but it seems just right. I do a

circuit drop down over the hill with a wood

on top. I’m a bit high and land a bit long

so I call “going round” power on and climb

away Paul says over the intercom “Spot

on. I was just about to say that”. So my

confidence builds a bit more. The next

time I’m bang on the threshold and that’s

it -  I’ve got it nailed. I do a few “touch

and goes” and John Hamer flies in in his

Escapade with my friend John to watch

for a bit. Then it’s back to Over and Paul

finishes off the paperwork. We have a

coffee, we bid him farewell and off he



goes with the Nynja. All of a sudden I’m

on my own and for some reason it feels

even better than my first solo. A weather

front rolls on through so I wait for a while

with Budge for everything to calm down.

Then we see another coming up the

Severn so that’s it. I’m away in front of

it. It was a very bumpy flight home but

other than that uneventful.

The following week I manage to put three

hours on it and then I see there is a fly in

at Croft Farm. I can’t very well get out of

this one as Croft Farm is one of my

designated places on the temporary

permit. So I decide to fly up and Sue

drives over to see me arrive as she has

not seen it in the air yet. I see Jim Taylor

in his on the way up so I fly away a bit to

give myself plenty of room, then I sneak

in when Jim is right down the end of the

runway. Dick spots me and marshals me

over to the parking area so I put a bit of

power back on scoot over and try to hide

again. Sue was busy watching Jim land

and taxi back so she still hasn’t seen me

land.

I had hoped that I would be able to keep

it in my trailer with the wings folded but

it is just too big and also the wing fold is

not as easy or as quick as I had thought,

so that is why it is only lodged at Johns.

So if anybody hears of hanger space

perhaps they could give me the nod.

Thanks go to:-

John Hamer for all his help and support

and in particular sorting out the

paperwork which I think is the most

difficult part of the build process. Would

you believe he had to sign his name one

hundred and sixty two times!

Jim Taylor for a shoulder to lean on. Paul

Dewhurst of Flylight for testing and

familiarisation. The late Dave Price for the

answers to my stupid questions. Phil

Hanman for helping me with the graphics.

Robbie for allowing me to use the shed

overnight and to every one else who has

offered encouragement. Thanks lads!

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!

SVMC pilots have been invited to fly-in

to the Monmouth Showground on

Sunday 1 August 2010 at 1830 hours, as

a finale to their Kite Festival. I have made

no commitment as yet, but have indicated

that it is a possibility. The landing strip is

situated in a fairly smooth field about

400m in length. The field orientation is

approximately NW to SE. A SE approach

would take you over the sewage farm (no

margin for error!) and there is a barn on

the threshold, with a 40 ft (est) tree to

the right of the threshold. The landing

would be slightly downhill. A NE approach

would involve a bit of interesting flying

around a couple of wooded hills, to set

yourself up for the approach. The landing

would be slightly uphill. The coordinates

for the field (courtesy of Google Earth)

are: 5148.07.02N : 02.41.57.44W. I will

have a go at getting in there during the

week, and report back.

I have stressed to Angela Davey the event

coordinator that safety is of paramount

importance, and stringent procedures

would have to be in place to prevent the

public from entering the landing area

during landings/take-offs. If we could get

at least half a dozen aircraft down there,

I am assured that there will be great

interest, so it may do the club some good.

Once again, I was met with their

understanding that a microlight is a

hang-glider sail with a lawn mower engine

attached. Let's disabuse them of this idea

once and for all. Could you please email

me at: richard@river-leys.fsnet.co.uk

if you are up for it? Cheers, Dick Osler,

SVMC Chairman.

Fly-in Reports

Wednesday 19th May Croft Farm

Defford by Dick Osler. Photo Bruce

Morgan

Well, who would have thought it! The

third fly-in scheduled for the season,

and the weather behaved. Three out of

three so far! This time we met up at Croft

Farm (Defford). Despite a lowering cloud

base, we had the best turn out of the



season so far with 19 aircraft attending.

Well done Nick Heywood for attending,

even though G-NICS has only been

airborne for less than a week.

Dave and Sue Steade put on an excellent

barbecue, and with burgers and hotdogs

followed by donuts, this must have

severely added to the girth of the

attending aviators! Many thanks Dave and

Sue for an excellent feast. Thanks also to

Clive Porter for allowing us the use of

Defford. Clive was extremely pleased with

the collection that was made for MAF. The

total was £100, so thanks to all who

contributed.

The aircraft that flew in were: G-BDHK:

G-BZDC: G-DEBT: G-MIKI: G-CCSX:

G-CCBK: G-BRXE: G-CDFM: G-NICS:

G-TMCB: G-CFNO: G-CLIN: G-CCJT: G-

CCMX: G-BYSY: G-CCNR: G-CECF: G-

BYON: G-CCFZ.

Once again, if I have missed any aircraft

off the list, please accept my apologies.

Eastbach 2nd June by Andrew John,

Photos Bruce Morgan and Andrew John

It did not take long for eighteen aircraft

to arrive at this stunning airfield, to be

welcomed as usual by Bruce and Wendy

with their hospitable team of chefs,

marshallers and pilots. Amongst those

who enjoyed a veritable feast of home

made grub were Alan Coulson and Andy

Virgoe, relaxing after six hours flying in

their Quantum 912 which had included

landings at Leicester and Shobdon before

arriving at Eastbach. In fact the most

noticeable thing about those aircraft

present was the lack of flexwings, which

totalled only three, on an evening which

seemed perfect for them. However Ed and

Pete arrived in their Blade and Robbie

whizzed in spectacularly in his Quik R.

One feature which caught everyone’s eye

was the new garden seat placed under

the large oak tree overlooking the Club

House and hangers in memory of Rex

Paddock and Mark Taylor tragically killed

at Shobdon in 2009.

Mr Bumble gazed nostalgically at his

Kitfox, now in the hands of Mike Porter,

which arrived sporting the latest wider

and tougher undercarriage.

 Donations to the Help for Heroes bucket

yielded an impressive £115.

 As last to leave, I reflected on a great

evening in good company and in a

glorious spot. Our grateful thanks go to

Bruce, Wendy and their team.

Volcanic Ash

There has been a lot written recently

about the effects of volcanic ash on

the engines of jet aeroplanes. Some

commercial operators have questioned

Flying’s Great!



the closure of UK airspace, indeed some

thought it unnecessary. Andrew John

forwarded to me some photos of the

damage done to the jet engine of a

Cessna Citation jet. Apparently the engine

continued to run but at reduced power!

Looking at the photos it’s no wonder that

NATS took the decision to close the

airspace!

Club MiniMax flies for first time

The Minimax constructed by our Club

Treasurer, Adrian Peatman, took to

the air for the first time at Over farm on

2nd June. The pilot was John Hamer.

Hangarage Available

Gary Ball has a vacancy in his hangar at

Teddington Hands. It will accommodate

a fully rigged flexwing, though a fixed

wing may be a possibility. If you are

interested  speak to Gary. He can be

contacted on 07836 217404

For Sale

Flash 2 Alpha 503, 1988, blue trike,

wing only 120 hours, engine 173 hours.

Permit until October 2010, always

hangared rigged, includes trailer on 10"

mini wheels, tools and spares, all for

£3000 offers. Can be seen at Long

Marston. Phone 01451 860456.

GPS FOR SALE 7 inch screen colour GPS

for sale. Loaded with a selection of current

and earlier 1:250.000 and 1:500.000

charts, as well as Ordnance Survey maps,

this is ideal for mounting in high wing

aircraft. Perfect working order (only

purchased 6 weeks ago). The reason for

sale is that the screen is difficult to see in

the Eurostar. Paid £220. Happy to let it

go for £175 cash. Contact Dick Osler
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